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ABSTRACT
This paper presents virtual Mobile Cloud Network (vMCN), an ar-
chitecture for scalable, real-time Cyber Physical Systems (CPS)
based on virtualization-capable network infrastructure and highly
distributed edge clouds. Emerging CPS applications running on
mobile devices, such as Augmented Reality (AR) based naviga-
tion and self-driving cars, have fundamental limitations; (1) the re-
sponse time over the networks is unmanageable and CPS applica-
tions suffer from large response times, especially over shared wire-
less links; (2) the number of real-virtual object mappings cannot be
scaled to the approaching trillion order of magnitude in an unified
manner. vMCN addresses these issues by introducing novel net-
work virtualization techniques that exploit the “named object” ab-
straction provided by a fast and scalable global name service. Co-
ordinating virtualized resources across multiple domains, vMCN
supports the distributed edge cloud model by deploying an appli-
cation aware anycast services that achieve the strict requirements
of CPS while still scaling to the expected order of magnitude of
devices. An initial vMCN prototype system has been developed
using the ORBIT testbed resources and the NICT’s virtualization-
capable WiFi base station. Experimental results reveal the vMCN
can support up to about 94% CPS cycles under the set goal of 100
ms, outperforming the baseline system by almost two times.

1. INTRODUCTION
The emerging network services connecting and controlling ma-

chines, vehicles and other objects in the physical world often re-
ferred to as the Internet-of-Things (IoT) or cyber physical system
(CPS), represent an important set of future requirements for the net-
work research community. Unique technical challenges associated
with the IoT and CPS scenarios include scaling the Internet archi-
tecture to support a very large number of objects including wire-
less/mobile devices, information, network addresses, virtual ma-
chines, etc., efficient integration of cloud computing services nec-
essary to serve CPS systems, designing appropriate security and
trust models, and achieving fast response for real-time/closed-loop
applications. Fundamentally new architectural approaches to net-
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working will be required to address the emerging needs of IoT and
CPS scenarios.

The target application of this study is mobile real-time CPS, such
as Augmented Reality (AR) based navigation and self-driving cars.
The first key challenge is scaling to billions or trillions of objects.
It could be easily imagined that nation-wide and large-scale AR
services are required to handle such very large number of objects.
The second key challenge is low latency in applications. For exam-
ple, glass device based AR applications require less than 100 ms
response time, while self-driving cars require 10 ms order of mag-
nitude. Such extreme requirements cannot satisfied by the current
mobile network systems.

This paper proposes a virtual mobile cloud network (vMCN) ar-
chitecture for emerging scalable, real-time CPS applications. The
idea is to create a single virtual network ( or “slice” ) for a given
cloud service, which provides the illusion of a local network with
uniform authentication of devices and services, seamless mobility
of devices/users, dynamic migration of BS and cloud resource and
state, coordinated with some level of managed wireless resource
allocation, and highly distributed edge clouds. Novel network vir-
tualization techniques are introduced that exploit the “named ob-
ject” abstraction provided by a fast and scalable global name ser-
vice. The first challenge of scaling to billions or trillions of ob-
jects is addressed by the presence of the global name resolution
service (GNRS), a key stone of the MobilityFirst (MF) architecture
[11] that serves as the networking foundation for vMCN, which
is designed to provide fast dynamic binding 100B-1T object names
(globally unique identifiers known as GUIDs) and their current net-
work locators. The second key challenge of achieving low latency
is achieved by the two following novel mechanisms: first, cloud
service addressability and anycast capabilities enabled by the name
base routing available in MF and enhanced through virtualization
techniques deployed into the network; second, the prioritization of
a specific service in wireless access enabled by dynamic assign-
ment and migration of virtualized BS resources supported by the
foundation of the MF GUID service layer.

The design of vMCN architecture lays its foundations on the
three core technology components and coordination techniques among
them: a) GNRS, b) MF-VN, a virtual network framework based on
the MobilityFirst architecture that exploits the name-object con-
cept to support clean management of VN resources and enhance
application specific requirements through a technique called Ap-
plications Specific Routing [1]; finally c) vBS, a virtual network
framework in WiFi networks [6, 7]. The initial proof-of-concept
prototype of the vMCN was developed based on the integration of
the MF-VN prototype on the ORBIT testbed, and the vBS proto-
type system developed by NICT. Through a set of experiments on
the vMCN prototype, the impact on the reduction of CPS response
time was evaluated. The experimental results reveal the vMCN can
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Figure 1: vMCN Architecture Design

support up to about 94% CPS cycles under the set goal of 100 ms,
outperforming the baseline system by almost two times.

This paper is structured as follow. Section 2 introduces the pro-
posed vMCN architecture based on the three fundamental technolo-
gies: GNRS, MF-VN, and vBS. Section 3 describes the protocol
details of the vMCN, especially from the perspective of building an
integrated virtual network in vMCN. Section 4 presents the design
of the proof-of-concept prototype developed to evaluate the archi-
tecture, while Section 5 provides the experimental results on the
impact of vMCN for reducing the application-level response time
in CPS applications. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. VMCN DESIGN
2.1 Overview

The designed architecture exploits two fundamental technologies
developed at Rutgers and NICT: a Virtual Network designed on top
of the name based Future Internet architecture MobilityFirst (MF-
VN) [11, 1] for inter domain support of the applications and the
virtual Base Station (vBS) for local domain support [6, 1]. The
two components are merged into an architecture that is aimed at
supporting a variety of services, including the trillion-order scala-
bility CPS applications with less than 100 ms response time. The
comprehensive architecture, as shown in Figure 1, relies on four
main characteristics: 1) a fast and scalable global name resolu-
tion for user mobility through a Global Name Resolution Service
(GNRS), 2) a virtual network with dynamic configuration of wired
& wireless resources and inter-domain migration, and 3) a network-
assisted service anycast routing service for supporting edge cloud
services. A brief description of the components will follow. For
further details, please refer to [6, 1].

Though our initial target of the response time is 100 ms, we do
not consider this meets the requirements of all the real-time CPS
applications. Actually, a self-driving car and precise machine con-
trol in manufacturing require 10 ms ans 1 ms order of magnitude,
respectively. The importance is controllability of the response time,
and we believe the vMCN architecture can be further enhanced to
support such ultra low latency by placing edge clouds closer to end
devices.

2.2 GNRS: Name Based Services for Inter-Domain
Coordination

Separating names (identities) from addresses has been advocated
by the research community [5, 11] for quite some time and has in-
herent benefits in handling mobility and dynamism for one-to-one
communication. But they also provide additional advantages by fa-
cilitating creation of new service abstractions that can be used to
design new and advanced services, like the Virtual Network here
described. First, names can be used to represent many different In-
ternet objects; for example, a cell-phone, a person, or a group of de-
vices; the latter perfectly applies in the context of virtual networks
helping to define participating resources. Moreover, new logical

Figure 2: MF-VN Architecture Design and Name Based Defi-
nition

layers can be integrated within these names; for example, we gain
the ability to map logical resources at the VN layer, i.e. virtual
routers, to their physical counterparts, i.e. the physical machines
hosting them.

In the vMCN architecture, name separation is achieved through
the employment of a logically centralized, globally distributed name
resolution service associated with name based communications. The
Global Name Resolution Service (GNRS) is then a network-wide
entity that provides an API for inserting and querying mappings
between unique name identifiers (called GUIDs in MF) and a set
of values which can include network addresses, other name identi-
fiers and related parameters – e.g., node properties, past locations
and more. In spirit, this service is very similar to current Inter-
net’s DNS, which has already been effectively applied for new ser-
vice functions such as load balancing and service replication. As
vMCN’s design is based on MobilityFirst [11], a clean-sate net-
work architecture for the next-generation mobile network, it em-
ploys the DMap [13] implementation as GNRS.

The GNRS has a fundamental role in the vMCN architecture pro-
viding three core functions: 1) as vMCN is a derivative of the MF
architecture, the GNRS is used to support a hybrid name-address
forwarding scheme, in which routing components use availability
of both names and addresses in packet headers to perform forward-
ing decisions (for more details refer to [11, 9]); 2) it provides the
required abstractions exploited by the Virtual Network presented
next in Section 2.3; 3) it is the central component that allows to
implement coordination techniques across the different layers of
virtualization. More details about these mechanisms will follow in
Section 3

2.3 MF-VN: Virtualization of MobilityFirst-
based Networks

The MobilityFirst Virtual Network [1] has been designed to ex-
ploit the name object abstraction derived from the name/address
separation provided by the GNRS to define a clean and simple logic
for defining and managing VNs. Name based communications pro-
vide native support of virtual networks as the named-object abstrac-
tion makes it possible to define virtual networks and store the corre-
sponding topology directly in the GNRS. Figure 2 shows how such
information is stored in the service: first, marked in green, a unique
name is assigned to the Virtual Network (VNID_1) and mapped to
the list of participating routers. Such list contains unique names
that only belong to the VN logic. These names are then mapped (in
yellow) to the ones identifying the physical resource, i.e. the router.
This indirection allows for a clean separation between logical and
physical layer allowing for easier management and maintenance
procedures, e.g., migration. Routers can support multiple virtual
network policies simply by indexing their routing table to the vir-
tual network identifier. This allows us to operate VN’s on the MF
architecture without the need for any additional overlay protocols.
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Figure 3: Concept of WiFi Network Virtualization (vBS)

In order to support advanced mobile edge cloud scenarios where
the goal is to connect mobile devices to the “best” or “nearest”
cloud server the VN design was designed to further support any-
cast delivery services. While basic anycast services have been im-
plemented over the years through the employment of DNS based
techniques or through application based overlays, providing it as an
integrate abstraction of the networking components would highly
benefit system performance, by reducing experienced latency of the
system. This is of fundamental importance in highly dynamic envi-
ronments required by mobile edge clouds where the location of the
service often migrates to closely follow moving users. Moreover,
the concept of anycast could be further extended to allow different
definitions of “best” destination. Recent studies [12, 15] demon-
strate how allowing applications to affect routing decisions based
on their own metric, e.g. server load for load balancing, can have
a positive impact both in terms of application and network perfor-
mance. A clean-slate design should aim at taking advantage of the
opportunity and provide enough flexibility to support coordination
across application and network logic.

Again, in this scenario, the name-object abstraction allows net-
work resources to take more informed decisions. Considering the
example in Figure 2, the black mapping represents how a service
name could be be bound to its participants allowing the forwarding
fabric to obtain the potential desired destination. With the provided
anycast service, the client solely needs to specify the name of the
service and will be routed to the best destination site. While this
abstraction is powerful. In most cases, the definition of the best
service replica to select can vary, depending on the nature of the
application. For this reason, we use our Virtual Network design to
support Application Specific Routing (ASR). ASR allows the ap-
plication components to proactively provide information regarding
the status of the service to the routing components. This informa-
tion, expressed in the form of a single or multiple metric values,
can be integrated into the routing algorithms to take more informed
decisions. Further details on how ASR is exploited in the vMCN
architecture will be provided in Section 3.

2.4 vBS: WiFi Network Virtualization
Figure 3 shows a basic concept of WiFi network virtualization

[6]. WiFi network virtualization is a technique in which physical
WiFi network infrastructure resources and physical radio resources
can be abstracted and shared by multiple independent and cus-
tomizable logical (virtual) WiFi networks through isolating each
other, and can be considered as an example of wireless network
virtualization [10, 14, 2, 3, 16, 6]. In this paper, we call a set of
physical WiFi network infrastructure resources and physical radio
resources as a BS resource for simplicity. In Figure 3, a set of
isolated BS resources is presented as a vBS. A vBS behaves as
a logical multi-channel BS organized by multiple physical BS re-
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Figure 4: The control planes of MF-VN and vBS are coordi-
nated for building an integrated virtual network

sources. We define a vBS that dedicates all its own BS resources to
a target service as a service-specific vBS [8]. In the current design,
intra-domain migration of the vBS is supported [7].

To make a vBS logically behave as a single BS, a logical layer-
2 network spanning across physical BSs that organize the vBS is
configured in the backhaul. In addition, all the BSs are configured
with the same MAC address in a wireless interface, and hence with
the same BSSID. In the same way, the same ESSID are configured
at all the BSs. These configurations make it possible to separate BS
selection and handover decisions from BSs and terminals and put
them together into a centralized controller.

The distinct advantage of the architecture is that all the decisions
on BS selection and handover can be fully managed regardless of
the differences in the vendor-specific BS selection and handover al-
gorithms implemented in terminals. The association and handover
procedures naturally go together with layer-2 routing (re)configurations
in the backhaul for the terminals, so that OpenFlow [4] is exploited
for this purpose. Reducing handover latency and avoiding packet
drops during handover can be also achieved by cooperative and fast
layer-2 path reconfiguration.

3. PROTOCOL DETAILS

3.1 Dynamically Configuring a Name-based Vir-
tual Network

The three core technology components previously described rep-
resent the foundations required to achieve a scalable architecture to
support the real-time CPS. In order to achieve a fully functional ar-
chitecture a series of coordination techniques are required among
those components. The key integration point is a mechanism for
building an integrated virtual network by bridging a MF-based vir-
tual network (MF VN) and a corresponding vBS. In this paper we
propose a mechanism to coordinate the MF’s control plane and the
vBS’s one for that purpose.

Figure 4 shows a procedure of building an integrated virtual net-
work based on the coordination between the MF resource manager
(called central controller in the picture) and the vBS’s controller,
namely VNCS. The procedure can be divided into two parts: the
first part is the VN setup phase (step (1) and (2)) and the latter one
is the client association phase (Step (3) – (5)).

In the VN setup phase, the MF resource manager initiates the
MF-VN setup by pushing to the participating nodes the definition
of requested resources and the unique identifier that characterize
the Virtual Network(Step (1)). Note that an original process is
added that the coordinator requests the VNCS to create a corre-
sponding vBS using the northbound VNCS API[6]. Details are
explained later in Section 4. A unique tag, called Service ID, or



Figure 5: Application Specific Routing (ASR) Concept

alternatively the E2E communication GUIDs, corresponding to the
MF-VN is also notified to enable the VNCS to identify the GUID
packets of the VN. Then, the VNCS creates the requested service-
specific vBS (vBS1) by configuring the physical BSs and the BS
switch (BS-SW) in the BS backhaul (Step (2)).

In the client association phase, a MF client is associated with the
MF-VN first, and then associated with the service-specific vBS.
While the client WiFi interface is active, the client periodically
looks for a MF ingress router using broadcast messages. The MF-
VN association is completed when the client receives the acknowl-
edgement from the ingress router (Step (3)). The GUID and MAC
address of the client are registered in the ingress router. Note that
at this step, the MF client is associated with a common vBS instead
of the service-specific vBS.

Then the ingress router notifies the VNCS of MAC address –
VN mapping information (Step (4)). This information is required
for the VNCS to identify which MAC address should be bound with
which vBS. The Step (4) is also original in the proposed integration
mechanism. Finally, the VNCS initiates the handover of the target
client to the service specific vBS (Step (5)).

3.2 Introducing Application Performance In-
dex into Service Anycast

While a name based architecture, like MobilityFirst, is well suited
to provide the right abstractions for Anycast based services, when
in need of meeting strict application performance requirements, ad-
ditional control over routing decisions might be desired [12, 15]. In
order to do so, we developed a concept called Application Specific
Routing (ASR). ASR allows routing decisions to be based both on
network and application metrics. Consider the scenario shown in
Figure 5 where a service Y is distributed across three locations A1,
A2 and B1. When receiving a data packet from client S, classic
routing protocols would forward such packet based solely on net-
work level information, e.g., bandwidth, latency, hop counts, etc.
Through ASR, we provide a framework that allows not only to
consider classic L3 metrics, but also application layer ones, such
as cloud workload/latency for the edge-cloud scenario.

ASR is implemented as an integrated function of the virtualiza-
tion layer, whereas participating routers can be configured to sup-
port different metrics and forwarding logics. Current ASR’s imple-
mentation is based on two core operations:

Application Metric Dissemination. When ASR is active, cloud
nodes participate in the routing protocol by sending Application
State Packets to the edge router they are attached to; the routers
then re-distribute the state information across the other participant
routers by inclusion of the metrics and related information (e.g.,
name of the server) into the routing packets exchanged within the
Virtual Network.

Forwarding Decisions. The routing information exchanged is used
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Figure 6: Physical Structure of the vMCN Prototype

to compute two tables: 1) the classic routing table used for normal
networking decisions and 2) a service table that contains the cur-
rent state (i.e. cloud server load) for the different cloud service
locations. When receiving data packets with destination the ser-
vice, i.e. Y, the Application Specific Routing logic is used to select
the next hop. The current implementation supports a basic thresh-
old based logic, as shown in Figure 5, where potential destinations
are divided into a decision space in which different regions have
higher priority based on desired behavior. For example Region II
could be preferred over Region III if network metrics have higher
importance over server load; they could be swapped otherwise. Our
framework could be easily extended to support different decision
logics.

While the current ASR implementation supports basic threshold
based routing logic, our design allows for future extensions sup-
porting more complex algorithms based on the collected state in-
formation.

4. PROTOTYPING
The initial proof-of-concept vMCN prototype system was devel-

oped by integrating the two prototypes of vBS and MF-VN. The
MF-VN prototype was developed by implementing the MF-VN
logic described in Section 2.3 on the MobilityFirst foundation in
MF nodes. In addition, the ASR logic described in Section 3.2 was
also implemented, which was running on a MobilityFirst virtual
network.

The vBS prototype consists of (1) VNCS (Virtual Network Con-
trol Server) that mainly manages vBS creation, radio resource as-
signment, client association, and handover, (2) virtualization-capable
BS, where 22 IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n WiFi modules are equipped and
at most 22 WiFi BSs can be run independently at a time, and (3)
BS-SW, which is an OpenFlow switch. The BS-SW was imple-
mented using Open vSwitch in this integrated prototype.

Figure 6 shows the physical structure of the vMCN prototype.
The MF-VN part consists of three MF routers and two cloud servers.
These five servers as well as a GNRS node were built on the OR-
BIT testbed in the Rutgers University. Then the BS-SW (OFS) is
connected to the MF ingress router (VR1). The VNCS and the MF
central coordinator were run on the BS-SW and VR1, respectively.

For integrating these two prototypes, the function of dynamically
configuring a virtual network among vBS and MF-VN was imple-
mented. Specifically, the function of calling an initial vBS setup
request (Step (1) in Figure 4) was implemented in the MF central
coordinator. This function is embedded into the existing initial MF-
VN setup procedure. The function of calling a vBS re-association
request (Step (4) in Figure 4) was implemented in the MF ingress
router. This function is invoked just after the MF-VN association
procedure.

The above new functions require communications with the VNCS,
and a software module for calling the northbound API of the VNCS,
namely VNCS API [6], was installed in the MF central coordinator
and the ingress router. The VNCS API provides a series of meth-
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ods, such as SliceAdd, vBSAdd, and vBSAttachBS for creating
a vBS. These methods are used in Step (1), and the EnvHandover
method is used in Step (4).

Figure 7 shows the protocol stack implemented on the vMCN
prototype system. The vBS stack is working as a layer-2 protocol,
and a MobilityFirst GUID packet encapsulated by the IEEE 802.3
or IEEE 802.11 header can be routed on the vBS and BS-SW as it
is. The interaction between the BS virtualization layer and the VN
control/data layer denotes the process of dynamically configuring a
virtual network.

5. REDUCTION OF THE CPS RESPONSE
TIME

5.1 Experimental Setup
A first batch of results showcasing the potential of the vMCN ar-

chitecture has been obtained by experiments on the prototype sys-
tem. Figure 8 shows the basic experimental scenario, which can
evaluate both the individual effects of the vBS on vWiFi and ASR
on MF-VN and the marginal one.

We generated loosed-loop (round-trip) UDP traffic and one-way
UDP traffic at terminals to emulate a real-time CPS service and
a non-CPS best-effort one, respectively. The CPS-specific vBS
and the best-effort common vBS on the virtualization capable BS
(vcBS), respectively, and a physical BS configured with IEEE 802.11
n/a mode and 65 Mbps transmission rate is assigned to each vBS.
The channel 36 and 48 in the 5 GHz band are assigned to these
vBS, respectively. When these vBSs are activated, CPS and non-
CPS traffic are completely isolated, and the CPS response time can
be reduced. On the other hand, without the vBSs, i.e. in the nor-
mal WiFi mode, the interference causes the increase of the response
time.

In the cloud servers, dynamic server load are configured. Ev-
ery 10 seconds, each server randomly chooses the server load from
the preconfigured parameter set {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8}, and linearly in-
creased latency of {20, 40, 60, 80} ms is injected before responding
to the received CPS data unit. The server load is announced every
2 seconds to the MF routers, and then the ASR routing table is up-
dated accordingly. When the ASR is activated on the MF-VN and
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servers, the ASR routes the CPS traffic to the less-loaded server,
and the CPS response time can be reduced. On the other hand,
without the ASR, i.e. in the normal GNRS mode, the CPS traffic
are always routed to Server#1, and the response time is significantly
affected during the high server load period.

To evaluate the application-level CPS performance instead of the
packet-level one, we generate a large size data unit assuming a pic-
ture frame. For example, in the case of 50 KB data unit and 1500
Byte MTU, a packet train including 37 MF-formatted packets is
generated. We generated a CPS data unit every second at each CPS
terminal. The response time is defined as the time from the gener-
ation of a data unit to the reception of the last packet of the packet
train. If any packet in the train is lost, we consider the data unit is
lost.

We setup three CPS terminals and 12 non-CPS ones per physical
BS. We configure two physical BSs, and 30 terminals are config-
ured in total. This means that when vBSs are activated, the CPS-
specific vBS accommodates 6 CPS terminals and the remaining 24
non-CPS terminals are accommodated by the non-CPS vBS, when
vBSs are activated. On the other hand, without vBSs, each physi-
cal BS accommodates 3 CPS terminals and 12 non-CPS ones. We
generated the non-CPS traffic with 100KB data unit every 1 second
at each non-CPS terminal, and the load offered by 12 non-CPS ter-
minals is 9.65 Mbps. We implemented the CPS traffic generator,
named ßmfping, on a Linux laptop to measure the CPS response
time. The other CPS and non-CPS terminals are configured on the
IXIA WiFi terminal emulator. All the terminals are connected to
the vcBS using coaxial cables to eliminate the interference from
the other wireless systems using the ISM band.

5.2 Experimental Results
Figure 9 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of

CPS response time. 300 data units with 25KB size are generated in
this experiment. Apparently the combination of vBS and ASR out-
performs the other three cases. As we target the response time less
than 100ms, we focus on how many data units meet the require-
ment. In the case of vMCN, i.e. (vBS, ASR) = (on, on), 94% data
units achieves less than 100ms response time. On the other hand,
in the case of (vBS, ASR) = (off, on), (on, off), and (off, off), the
value decreases to 85%, 74%, and 46%, respectively. These results
show ASR has larger impact to lift up the CDF line, We can con-
clude the vMCN can support up to 94% CPS cycles under the set
goal of 100 msec, and outperforms the baseline system by almost
two times.

The specific percentile response time is also an important per-
formance index to evaluate a real-time system. We evaluate the
performance in the congested WiFi environment, we determines to
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Figure 10: 90 Percentile Response Time
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Figure 11: 100ms Delay Violation Ratio

evaluate 90 percentile response time. In the case of (vBS, ASR) =
(on, on), the 90 percentile response time is 80 ms. On the other
hand, in the case of (vBS, ASR) = (off, on), (on, off), and (off, off),
the value increases to 106 ms, 105 ms, and 113 ms, respectively.
These results show vBS and ASR have the same level of impact.
We can conclude the vMCN can achieve less than 100 msec for 90
percentile response time for 25KB CPS data units.

Figure 10 shows the impact of data unit size on the 90 percentile
response time. We measured 10 times (obtained 10 sets of 300
samples) for each parameter set. The average values with the range
between the minimum and maximum ones are plotted in the figure.
In all the cased, the larger data unit size has larger impact on the
response time. The slope on each graph is almost the same, and
the effects are common for all the cases. We can conclude the it
is difficult for vMCN to keep the 90 percentile response time less
than 100 ms for data units with larger than 50KB. Note that the non-
CPS traffic is static, and the ratio of CPS traffic becomes larger for
larger CPS data unit size. For example, the load offered by three
CPS terminals is 4.0 Mbps when the CPS data unit size is 150 KB.

Figure 11 shows the impact of data unit size on the 100 ms viola-
tion ratio. The 100 ms violation ratio is expressed as 1− Nsuccess

Nall
,

where Nall and Nsuccess denote the total number of generated data
units and the total number of data units that meet the response time
of less than 100 ms, respectively. In the case of (vBS, ASR) = (on,
on), the 100 ms violation ratio is 0.10 and 0.12 for 25 KB and 50
KB data units, respectively. When the unit size is 50 KB, the 100
ms violation ratio in the case of (vBS, ASR) = (off, on), (on, off),
and (off, off) is 0.24, 0.42, and 0.45, respectively. When the unit
size is larger than 100 KB, the ratio significantly increases. We can
conclude the it is difficult for vMCN to keep the 100 ms violation
ratio less than 0.1 for data units with larger than 50KB.

6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented virtual Mobile Cloud Network (vMCN), an

architecture for scalable, real-time Cyber Physical Systems (CPS)

based on virtualization-capable network infrastructure and highly
distributed edge clouds. Emerging CPS applications running on
mobile devices, such as Augmented Reality (AR) based naviga-
tion and self-driving cars, have fundamental limitations; (1) the re-
sponse time over the networks is unmanageable and CPS applica-
tions suffer from large response times, especially over shared wire-
less links; (2) the number of real-virtual object mappings cannot be
scaled to the approaching trillion order of magnitude in an unified
manner. vMCN addressed these issues by introducing novel net-
work virtualization techniques that exploit the “named object” ab-
straction provided by a fast and scalable global name service. Co-
ordinating virtualized resources across multiple domains, vMCN
supports the distributed edge cloud model by deploying an applica-
tion aware anycast services that achieve the strict requirements of
CPS while still scaling to the expected order of magnitude of de-
vices. An initial vMCN prototype system has been developed using
the ORBIT testbed resources and the NICT’s virtualization-capable
WiFi base station. Experimental results revealed the vMCN can
support up to about 94% CPS cycles under the set goal of 100 ms,
outperforming the baseline system by almost two times.
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